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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, August 29, 1956

tTuesdav Marks Fishing In
Opening Day
Almo School

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

.1

Vol. LXXVII No, 206

Man Behind Acid Attack
On Riesel Is Arrested

FRANKFORT, Aug. 29 UR —
Fishing has improved slightly
throughout Kentucky the past few
days, according to the report of
the State Fish and'
Wildlife Department Tuesday
The tempelature in most of the
Almo High School opens on
major lakes has dropped from
it:Tuesday. September 4 at 9:00 am.
three to five degrees resulting in
for the new srhool year Susses
better catches.
will make their usual routes at
Lake Cumberland reported that
about the same time as last year,
its crappie are still on a rarapage
according to W. B. Miller. princi— if they can be located. It is
•
pal.
necessary to hunt for the right ,
Conn..
Announcements will be made
fallen treetop, but when the right ,
Augtoday
,— NEW
The HAVEN'
coroner's office
on this opening day concerning
••••
spot is found, the catches are
baidened its investigation of a
the schedule lunches, supplies and
plentiful.
"nu,se" accused of the deatas
other needed information necesBando through Joseph iPiloi Car'
By WARREN FRANKLIN
Dale Hollow also ranked crappie
ef three infants by studying death
sary to begin another year.
- as its best offering, although the'
united Press Staff Correspondent lino hired Telvi to do the fhb, accertificates of all babies who died
School will be in session all
cording to the FBI
bass catches are improving.
in the New Haven area in the
NEW YORK. Aug. 29 aft — Bail
ay, ending at 3:00 o'clock. Luniah I
•
The FBI said Telvi made the
By.
.PATRICIA
GGINS
Kentucky Lake reported few
r
Oast five years.
totaling
$475.000
set
was
today
will be served in the lunch room.
.
attack against Riesel and clumsily
Visited Press Staff Correspondent
crappie catches but said black
James
Coroner
J.
Corrirgan
for
said
labor
I
John
Johnny
racketeer
The faculty will be the same as bass are being caught by casting
splashed some of the acid on his
'WASHINGTON. Aug. 29 411
he wanted to
whether Dioi Dioguardia and four others
last year with the exception of and fly fishing.
own face, making him "too hot"
The Republican Party has launched there were anydetermine
other
deaths
of
with
charged
for
conspiring
the
acid for the conspirators.
(Mrs. Dulcie Mae Douglas, who
aa "official policy" a campaign
infants
-pediatrics,
eared
•by
for
by
justice
for
arranging
the acid
will teach in the seventh
ft d
Government agents ea r 1 ie r
Warrent Officer William 13. Ingram (left) of Stark- to change the name of the Demo- nurse" Virginia B. Jaspers. 33,
blinding of columnist Victor Riesel.
eighth grades replacing Mrs. Ber- eaa,,
a spokesman disclosed
dharged that Telvi was murdered
Ciitic
ville, Miss., 1st Lt. William C. Hampton (center) of
other
the
than
cf
three
rate
which
tie Hkswton. Bill Williams has
Mday.
U.S. Attorney Paul W Will:ams soon after his return to New York
Hazel: Ky., and Warrant Officer James W. Birchfield
already is accused.
been hired as i.oach to socceed
R.,
Richard Guylay, director of
the alleged conspirators troin a hideout in Youngstown,
accused
who
Jaspers.
is
flying
Miss
transition
a
not
of Lafayette, Ala., recently completed
oPY
W. B. Miller who will devote his
ic relations at the Republican
of killing the Ohio, New York police have distheir
at
arraignment
cared
has
but
for
nurse
registered
training at the Army Aviation Unit Training Comfull time to the business of guldNational Committee, told the Unitman who actually threw the acid agreed because an autopsy remand, Fort Cill, Okla, Ingram, 26, son of Mr. and Mrs. ed Press it "will be a matter of ; babies as a private nurse for
ajog the school.
vealed no facial acid burns.
eight years. admitted violently on :Rtesel. He said the thrower,
William B. Ingram, Starkville, is a helicopter pilot. He
'stelae public is extended an inpolity" for Republicans to refer
The FBI report said that Johnny
YORK, rA9W-ir-tershaking or patting three infants Abraham Telvt, ems "knocked off"
Oitation to visit Aim on the atomic poliomyelitis can be elind. has been in the Army since 1945. Hampton, 24, son of
to the opposition as the "Democrat
' Dio and Tuso. the "arrangers,"
who later died and two who because he "WO bothering the
ening day sad It MY Val. dui' noted in the United States "by the
Party'
Torrany Dio and Miranti
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Hampton, Hazel, N a flight leader
sustained injuries. She is six feet higher-ups for more money" when met with
lag the year.
The GOP convention in San'
he realized—after the' attack—that ' to make certain that Telvi was not
• end cif 1957" through us of the In the Army since February 1951, he attended Murray
tall and weighs 250 pounds.
Francisco last week was 'the first
: taken to a doctor for medical atO'Connor, State College. Birchfield, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
vaccine. Basil
Salk
She refused to testify at a his victim was a prominent figure.
fullscale try-gut of the new policy. coronar's inquest Tuesday on the
tention.
president of the National Founds. C. Birchfield, Lafayette, is a helicopter pilot. A vetDioguardia. notorious for his tin
It omitted the word "Democratic" advice of her attorneys and :.'orrition for InLintile Paralysis, said eran of World War II and the Korean conflict, he atderworld empire in the garment !
Vern all party utterances
today.
gan postponed the inquest for and trucking industries, was artended the University of Chattanooga (Tenn.). The
Vuylay said the GOP feels that
Successful development of the men are assigned to the 64th Transportation Company.
about two weeks. She is being held rested Tuesday night by the FB
I
as an adjective is
vaccine was a "planned miracle,"
(U.S. Army Photo) , nit descriptive of the party as it . under $50,000 bond on a technical as the "mastermind" behind the ,
O'Connor said in his foreword to
further
UNITED
By
pending
PRESS
idleness
of
charge
I exists today."
oa A s'fOggralfi mass of hot, sticky
, attack on Riesel. Also arrested
the .foundations annual report for
investigation. Her attorneys said
,
and
air cut a swath across the lower
I they wanted time for phychiatric I were his brother, Tommy,
Edited GOP Speeches
part of the nation today.
two other garment district hood.
for the first time in med"Here,
lie said Republicans feel that examinations.
A few scattered thunderstorms
huns.
ical history, was a preventive creparty of the Democrats should
ha the Rocky Mountain area, but aim, by millions of people through
- _
•
The four East Side gangland
"more properly- called the ,
Me rest of the country remained
a voluntary health organization,"
figures and * fifth conspirator
ocrat Party" because of the
dry.
/le said. "None of us dared to bealready held as a material witness
rse viewpoints" within it:
•
A cool air front began to enThe school year foe Lynn Groot
heve, 17 years ago, that this would
in the case °face arraignment. before 1
lay WRS one of those responl
velope the Northern and . Central '
ir
inet.
Pl
Wtidlen
toe,.
yn mrs:Ro.'-e
stAltri
4ostikOoL
e 11
ctieredesiraer
it Us lass than a century.SF
AI
lu
1
editing
for
Regsob
e
is
ea,*
s
CHTCAGO. Aug. 2g 4? —
The foundation reported a con Plains' but was "t exPeetect t°
will be charged with conspiring
yieestiin
ydad
l alb
Safetpyer tiisnciffi
:speeches at San Francisco to sti
ndal 410
bring relief to the steaming Great
Trie
pat
all
faculty
Invited
has
tinuing need for funds. however. 'mated
to obstruct justice in arranging
that no "ic" got through the
_Lakes region until Thursday.
-which
attack
sneak
especially to provide care and re- trail:. accidents during the Labor
5
April
the
tele-prnmpter.
By TOM NELSON
Lightning craokled over Detroit
at that time to take part in the
habilitation for victims of the dis- ' Day weekend, the last holiday of United Press Staff Correspondent
took the labor columnists's eyeIn press copies of Thomas E.
of the new year.yb
ec
innoifngthe
ns
bag
r
ar.preseng
Tuesday and struck three houses. ease
sight.
gm Dewey's speech there were two
summer.
But no fires broke out. Two perThe program will begin with Forest
Park.;
in
is
who
Aug.
Riesel.
SIOUX CITY. Iowa.
— blank spaces after each "Demosons were injured when a wind-1
the devotional and cornents by
The council hoped, however, that — Adlai E. Stevensen said today dm- wheret fa',ra
Pa.. for the AFL-CIO Executive
loosened
tree collapsed
'Rev. Ralph McConnel, pastor of
across
he
that
only
said
meeting,
Council
the three-day toll could be held to that the Democrats are "the only had smudged out the "ic."
By MAUREEN GOTHLIN
Sinking
Spring
Baptist
made the the
no more than 350-the normal traf- party" that is "concerned about
Guylay claims the origin of the United Press Staff Correspondent "wail glad the FBI has
The New York area was drenchAug. 29 MI arrests." He said he did not wish
fic death toll for a non-holiday the farmers' plight."
Pa..
PARK.
FOREST
"obscure"
is
shortened
But
name
reshe's Will make' the following
utu
ed under one and a half inches of
•
anything more ChB
Saturday, Sunday and Monday at
simmering Democrats recall most —Democratic presidential norronee to presently say
rain that els° flooded homes and
route first. Proternus, Edge Hill
The Democratic presidential
Stevenson was assured to- because he expected to be called
this time of year.
.Adlai
repeatedly
used
vividly
was
it
that
"historically"'
caused some damage in the Long
and Galloway.
nominee said that
Cities and states made final
Joseph It, McCarthy (It- day of the backing of most labor before., a grand jury.
Island and New Jersey areas.
Under the Foundation Program,
has "gotten in trouble" by Sen.
divisome
was
plans and preparations for efforts the farmer
there
but
leaders
Wisp during the Army-McCarthy
A band of severe storms unthe school has to stay all day so
Says Die Directed Attack
under Republican administrations,
them.
among
to hold down the number of accision
feud hearings. Other Republicans
leashed a volley of hail stones
US Attorney Feaul W. Williams, lunch will be served for all those
and "proposed" under the Demodents and deaths in 'their areas.
The AFL-CIO Executive Council
adopted it and the committee has
across North. Dakota. Jamestown
'
who has paraded a host of secret vAso wish to eat.
crats.
divide
by
rated
a
and
usually
is
Day
debate
Labor
after sharp
made it official.
Several announaernents will be
reported a total fall of t h r ee
underworld witnesses before two
as the second deadliest
vote, decided Tuesday that
He said he and his runn:ng
George Overby will be the the council
inches of hail.
eral grand juries investigating made it this opening day. so all
Matters
Outraged
Hears
orgsiniza
the highways—Christ- mate. Sen. Estes Kerauver, came
I5-million m e m be r
speaker at the opening of Kirksey holiday on
_
Riesel case and racketeering patrons are urged to be present.
With most Democratic big-wigs should throw its support beh
being the first—since it sig- here for a regional party meeting
High School on Tuesday September mas
, fur and garment industries.
th..
in
with
campaigning
out
or
town
of
nals the end of summer vacation, to "hear the farmers' story" and
the Stevenson-Kefauver ticket.
4.
Tuesday night:
declared
Demonly
the
Stevenson.
E.
Adlai
of cottages and the learn how to "drive this story
Today the council, meeting at ,,,a
School will he in session all the closing
"Johnny Dio, among others, was
ocratic National Committee corn- union-owned mountain resort, was
colleges
and
schools
of
opening
people.
the
to
home"
day and lunch will be served
the man who directed, instigated
ment immediately available was
Team play by the "man behind
a'a- expected to discuss with the AFLStevenson and Kefauver flew
at the school.
outraged mutters from secretaries CIO's political arm — the Commit- and arranged the payoff to Abrabehind
"man
the
and
wheel"
the
All parents and patrons of the
here from Portland, Ore., where and the like.
ham Telvi in the acid attack on
tee on Political Education — the
I) BIRMINGHAM, Ala.. Aug. 29 OP1 school are urged to be present the badge' was urged by t h e
they attended a conference of party
embraced whole- outlook for congressional races this Victor Riesel. This is in direct rethese
of
Most
a
at
toll
death
the
keep
to
council
— Alabama voters stripped their on this first day of school to
officials from the Pacific Northwast
lation to Riesel's planned testisuggestions in "letters fall.
state constitution to remove clauses hear Mr. Overby discuss the school minimum and well below its esti- Tuesday.
mony about labor racketeering becalling
here
columns
editor"
the
to
meeting
a
scheduled
council
The
mate.
that might be used as a basis problems of today.
the federal grand jury."
fore
Aug. 29
—The
the
shorten
to
counterrmove
a
for
organization's
labor
cancelled
merged
have
of the
Many states
Says Deittocrato Concerned
for enforcing integration of public 'Opening exercises will begin at
Telvi was murdered on the low- Kentucky Farm Bureau FederaParty"
"Publican
to
name
GOP
includes
which
—
during
bird
, general
Stevenson said in his remarks
schools, returns from a referendum 9:30 CST. Buses will make the leave for state policemen
or "Republicrat Party- In the heads of approximately 140 unions er East Side July 28. Toe FBI ac- tion Tuesday messaged Secretary
showed today.
same routes as last year on the the holiday. In some states. Na- prepared for delivery here that
word publicans is usually —for Sept. 12 at Chicago to carry cused the small time thug of hur- of _Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson
tional Guardstnen will join police "our party has always been the Etible the
The segregation-conscious voters first day.
acid into Riesel's face asking him to reopen the soil
followed by "and sinners.and
party—that
highways
out its endorsement rercommenda- ling the
patrolling
only
in
the
party—and
efforts
approved by a thumping majority
the
of
principal
is
Rogers
B.
M.
when he walked out of a Broad- bank to allow Kentucky farmers
Guylay noted such suggestions
dangerous intersetions.
is concerned about the farmers'
in the referendum Tuesday the school.
, save restaurant.
but said:
whose tobacco suffered hail dam'
FL-C10 President George Mean'
ti'DAn•
plight today."
bold act of removing their state
The underworld braintrust ac- age to participate in its benefits.
"It doesn't seem to click like said he had no doubts that thei
Stevenson said for every $4 the
leonseitutional guarantees of public
bush, at- . John Koon, executive secretary
dhe
ked
ours."
would go through with
board
farmer got in 1952, he is getting
'school education.
as:
intigfiet
den
fieplainn
oe
Well aware that the etrategem is the endorsement. But at least one tack w
the state Farm Bureau, said
less than $3 today. The farmers'
This 4011 empower the state
working like a poison ivy attack union president. Dave Beck of
John 'Johnny Dioi Diogualdiaa the executive committee asked
share of the food dollar has
Legislature to abolish the state
on the Democrats. Guvlay said the giant Teamsters Brotherhood, 42, described by a New York dis- that the reserve phase of the new
dropped from 47 cents to 38
school system, if necessary, to
with a chuckle, "what's happened indicated he would have nothing triat attorney as "one of the most federal program be extended to
he
period,
same
aimed
,
the
decrees
cents in
sidestep any court
powerful underworld figures in ...,
o the "Ic". that is the question.ourley harvest time.
to do with it.
said.
at lowering classroom racial barPresident
'
field of labor'.
for
the
The deadline for tobacco farmvoted
who
when
too,
that,
Beck.
"And we know,
riers.
era to sign under the program
!Owns Fight Stable
Eisenhower in 1952, said the enthe farmers goes broke the rest
The voters also approved a
Thomas (Tommy) Dioguardia. was July 27.
dorsement decision was a "monusecond board constitutional amendof the country is going to be
Koon said burley was severemental blunder" that tvpuld "tend 40. arrest record dates back to
ment providing authority for. prein trouble, too." Stevenson said.
apart." 1931. co-owner of one of biggest ly damaged by hail in Simpson,
to tear the labor movement
Folibv.'ing the opening remarks
serving segregation in public parks
Logan. Pendleton, Bracken, Grant,
Beck was one of eight council fight stables in the East.
gold playgrounds.
by Stevenson and Kefauver, there
former
Charles Tuso. 44. record in- Boone, Woodford arad other counJ. Kirby Smith returned by members — all heads of
Informed sources said the com- was to be a panel discussion
By WILLIAM SEXTON
who voted against chides 10-year sentence in March. ties.
United Preis Staff Correspondent pany set its Sept. 13 deadline in of farm prices and income, soil plane Monday to his home in, AFL unions —
on .the first and 1931 for robbery. sentenced to
Under the soil bank provisions,
'LONDON, Aug. 29 815 — Cairo consultations with Menzies, who conservation and the soil bank, Los Angeles. California after a I the endorsement
Tuesday's meeting. seven years in Sing Sing on gun farmers could receive nearly 18
in
vote
crucial
Friday
ten
day
by
Cairo
visit
for
with
his
leave
meeting
to
farm
the
hopes
as
credit
fixed
sisters
and
crop
insurance.
has been
a
by
carried
darrying and robbery charges.
cents a pound for burley destroyed
The decision was
place for talks between Egyptian at the latest to begin conferences rural electrification, and adminis- Mrs. J. Ira Fox and Mrs. C. A.
Domenico Sandra 47. arrested instead of harvested. Such damof 14 on the first vote—
The Murray High School Band President Gamal Abdel Moser with Nasser. Word was expected tration of the farm program. The Bucy. Sr., and other relatives and majority
CIO
' age comes under the emergency
lfor narcotics violations. starter!
friends of Murray and the county, nine members from former
will hold an informal dance at and the five-power committee set from the Egyptian Embassy today sessions were to be closed.
AFL ; year term at the federal peni- phase of the soil bank program
lie expressed pleasure in the unions and five from former
To Mewls Pet
.
Role
the Woman's Club House Thurs- up in London to discuss the on the time and place.
vote. three 0 tentiary in Danbury, Con., Jan.' permitting the secretary of AgriDemocrats from Iowa. North great advancement of Murray and unions. On a second
The sources said Menzies would
future of the Suez Canal, the
day night from 8:00 to 11:00.
switched to vote for 13. usu.
culture to reopen the bank by
Everyone is invited. Refresh- state-controlled Cairo Radio said seek permission from the 18 nations and South Dakota, Kansas, Ne-'Calloway County since his last the opponents
endorsement.
• Charles Salvatore Carlino. 43. administrative order.
backing the Dulles plan for in- braska, Minnesota and Wisconsin visit here ten years ago.
temente will be served. Admission is today.
Favored Neutrality
I arrest record dates back to 1933.
damage
Kopn said the hail
Among those who came to MurThe announcement came as in- ternational control to proceed with gathered at Sioux City for the
35 cents stag and 50 cents for
Meany himself did not vote but including felonious assault and at- wotild reduce the value of some
formed sources said the old Suez negotiations if Nasser presents the, meeting. to be presided over by ray to see him while here were
couples.
o
by Beck
tempted robbery
of the 1956 burley crop considerCanal Company has given Egypt opportunity. It may now only two Minnesotans — Sen. Hubert Miss Mary Owen of Nashville, was reported
endorsement on the
The
said the "braintrust" ably and make it difficult to tsartwo weeks to reach a settlement present and explain the Dulles Humphrey and Gov. Orville Free- Tennessee, a n d Mr. and ,Mrs. ' argued against
should
-AFL-CIO
I
conspired with Joseph Peter Car- vest.
George Owen of Lakeland. Flofida. ground that the
man.
of the canal crisis before with- proposals.
presiden- lino. 43, alias Joe
Pilo. the "conThe role Kefauver will play He had not seen them since! he keep itself neutral in the
The British Foreign Office fordrawing its 900 key -officials and
was
decision
tact man." and 'Gandolfo Miranti.'
nal race. After the
FIVE DAY FORECAST
pilots in a move that would mally endorsed the canal company In the Democratic t effort to woo left Calloway in 1920.
reached. however, Mean' said he .37. the "fingertnan," to maim
ore farm belt was eapected to be '
statement today.
paialyze Suez operations.
recommendation
wouk1 support the
Riesel. Both vverearrested Aug- '
IIIOSERS HOLD REUNION
By UNITED PRESS
By UNITED PRESS
Await Nasser Reply
discussed. Kefauver, regarded as a
The company, nationalized by
17 and
and the nominee.
Southweat Kentucky —Partly Egyptian Premier Gomel Abdel
being held under 11100.are
Kentucky _ femperatures 'for
A Foreign Office spokesman cal-. strong vote-getter in Midwestern
each.
bond
10
.
the
The endorsement will be
Captain E. B. Jones and Sergeant
cloudy and worm today .moonto Nasser on July 26, set the dead- led on British employes in the, rural areas, is likely to carry the
. the five day period. Thursday
AFL-C70.
Hired 'rely.
A)Igo udy with occasional thunder= line as Anglo-Egyptian relations canal to "agree to remain until load of the Stevenson campaign in Robert Moser and family and first by the combined
through Monday will average near
Walter Moser. Jr, and family of Both the AFL and CIO went for
The FBI announcement by J. the normal of 74 for Kentucky.
showees toriight and Thursday. worsened and there was talk in Colonel Nasser's final answer tol the farm section,
High today 66 to 94. Low tonight Cairo of a open diplomatic break. the committee of fit, has been
The candidates and their Party Their. Texas are spending their., gterveneon in 1601 But Tuesday's ledgsr-eittsviir in Washington said Continued
warm
until
turning
old diaa
66 High 'Thursday in upper 00s.
will spend tonight in Sour City. two weeks vacation with W. IL vote emphasised the
Dio and 'Peso met with MIra nti ; somee hat cooler about Saturday
A Laborite newspaper in London received"
as
endorsing
of
policy
I
has
and
traditional
time
street
other
and depart early Thursday for Moser of Olive
at his East Side candy st,.e about night Rainfall will average from
Some 5:30 s. • al tompetatures: already was calling the five-nation
He said no definite
infrequent -Wanda
ril I with $1.000 Mr the person one - half to three - fourth of
Covington 67, DOwtliii Green 06. Sues Committee, headed bY Aus- been set for a "final answer" a fourth regional conference at relatives In Marshall County. Cap- against the AFL's
Illek
Refeiftraces.
a
presidential
to
Knoxville. Tenn., this one with tain Jones and Sergeant Moser in
Who would cripple the labor col- an inch. occurring as scattered
Minister Robert and avoided, a direct reply
Louisville W. Latlalltla 06, Pa- tralian
Prime
whit
endorsemeni
if
happens
last
umnist.
Southern Democrats. They will are with the Kentucky Stit -reilice the AFL's
thundershowers around the weekducah 71 and London et
Gordon Menzies, a "prelude to a questicin about what
in 1924.
return to Chicago Thursday night. at Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
Mu-anti contacted Bando, and , end.
Evansville, Ind., 70.
the aniwer is no.
war against Egypt."

Nurse Held For
GOP 'Changes' More
Johnny Dio, Labor Racketeer,
Questioning
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Democratic
To Democrat
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TIIE LEDGER &
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WEDNESDAY —

RRA4, KY.

THE'LEDGER & TIMES Army Pushes Skipping Breakfast
Olympics
1.* A Very Bad Idea
For A Reason

Read Our Classifieds

'FORE!' DAYS OF GOLt

it BLUSHED
LEDGER & 1 I NI I s PUBLISHING COMPANY. lee.
. :onstage:41.in of the ?dui
i .1-• : Ttie Calloway Times, and The ,
Funes-Hciald. October 24.1. 1028. and the West. Kentuckian, Januaryj
eL 1942.

TO SAVE MONEY
On Vow

"Dieters are wrong if they think meeker in ructions and do not
they can loss weight by skipping tire easily
the morning meol.. .a). Mi•s
H) HARMAN VW.
By allowing a little more time
entre/ of out readers.
idled Press Staff carrespeugent Mary Burfooi vt the
lath morning, and by doing a
WASHIerGTON ell --=-The 1111IFitisunty Health Deriartinent '7h11
chores the night before—such
NATIONA.L
REPRESENTATIVVe WALLACE WITMER CO. 'lila
&neva Memphis. Tenn.: 250 Park Ave, New York: 307 N Mlehlealls i..ry has been active 'In the Clyne. I lose only alertness. efficiency, and is setting the table and putting
1 general good health
pies for a long tune.
utens.Ls and ingredients in handy
Chicago, 110 Bolyston St.. Boston.
Take Gen. George S. Patton Jr..
locatons—tirne may be saved and
the
Recent
State
tests
at
Unifettered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as, old -blood and guts.- the hero of
breakfast
gained. -Try
energy
World Wer II. He was a second versity 01 Iowa have &down that menu. that are appealing if you
Second Class Matter
,.
omission
of breakfast does not
looey in the cavalry at the Olymyeti can't eat breakfast; start
SUBSCRIPTION ItATES: By Carrier in Murray. per ueek 20c, per'pic competiuon in Stircknoirn in help a person lose weight but think
by eating is 1:ttle and then the
/Nadi 115c. In Calloway and ad)
o.ning counties, p.•:- year $3.30, else- IU12. Patten cornptted ar a men- ii,si.sel rechwes his wort capacity, firts think you know you've acespecially in the lute muening
Where. $330
• re
ber of the allerulitary pentathlon
a habit that will mean
rho% that since (Mired
event, which included five cate- hours. The tests
today and even more ,n
daily much
ULLA
of
oneto
one-fourth
gories. There was the 300 meter
later years.
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Years Ago This
Week,
fencing.
Ledger and Times File
twelve to 63 years in age -served
Old George must have been in
Ss subjects foe the test which
A picnic supper was enjoyed at the City Park Satan—guild d'aPe to perform in *11 — were made over a six year period.
day night. August 24, in honor of Mr. aad--iiiess---Rap-i-the
"14-71-'11 ch
. °III
441-12rn'T—The tests indicated tint tne
Boetiii and Denny of Ohio. Mr. Boston was forratrikt g .'
tracationat breakfast foods are best
rural mail carrier of Alm(; Route One.
Dave' W. Paoon. must have in- suited- tor a good breakfast. Citrus
' limbers of the Business and Professional Women's i, halted some of the bloodlines b fruits with vitamin C help to
Cub met at the home of Mrs. Ronald Churchill bug ,'proxy. He. Is a fine athlete. is in resist infection and build sound
--Th-lareelity—e-Veleing—fpr- a- -*hie -supper which was aarvea '• the Army, too. and has a hanker- efeeth end healthy gums. Protein .ELLIS PARK. ity. — The A)-day
summer racing meet of the Dade
ins to do some .ompeong at Mel. needed for energy, growth and
in the garden.
Park Jockey Club at the James
muscle
repair
is
found
in
meate
The Magazine Club met at the home of Mrs. R. H.:bourne. Young Dave. a muscular
C. Ellis Park is rapidly drawing
Hood on Farmer Avenue on Thursday, August 22. Mrs. • fellow. was a track star at west eggs and cereals Enriched bread toward a close The curtain will
and cereal add vitamin B and
-George Upchurch, president, presided over the business Point and Puts the shot. arming the
added milk is a source ,of fall on this Wegte.7n Kentucky
other feats of strength
session. calcium, protein, and riboflavin. track with the runntng of the
Stresses
A dinner was held Sunday. August 25, at the home Polht IS "'Ideal egmdiul41
Labor Day program. Monday. Sept.
that
the Army &Yes. Butter and margarine, sources of
3.
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilkerson, Sr.. of Coldwater in .ind always
has, stressed the int- vitamin A., provide fuel and help
One of the highlights of the
honor of their son, Sgt. Fred Wilkerson. Jr., who ha
eyesight, particularly at night.
rice of keeping in
just recently been discharged from the Army after serV- .There are compulsory training People who sat good break:ast. annual meeting is scheduled for
Saturday. It is the Anna M. Fisher
ing 18. months with the Military Police in Italy.
periods for all of the personnel. therefore. are more productive,
Handicap. It is for two-year olds
Misses Myra Bagwell and Meadow Rule, who will Alert minds have to be connected
and tern be contested over a distheir pride in developing of the
leave soon for Chattanooga where they will teach this some wai with strong bodies.
tance of six furlongs, being the
.winter. were 'honored guests at a supper patty which The beginner has the obstacle body beyond the call of duty. Like first test at this distance for the
was given Monday evening by Mrs. Eaf Huie at her courses. 'There are daily caltsthe- Pfc. Early S. Lam of Wilmington( "babies" of the turf quartered at
: flea, drilla and marches. Idea is Del.
home.
Use track. Th• race will carry
doesn't---iiiiarelimiStan
"
ft•
1--11
"
"
4
4L1411-411
"
10.1 .WITiVagainst
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a—piirre- of -M-0130.
when
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a
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up
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lust
along a YoUlle
til.lubk
The leading two-year olds at
2 losses 111urrav Scout Troop 45 took both ends of a
?- isn't t and flay an..ad l far hils hobby. That is push-ups: the track annually are painted
'
doubleheader from the Benton' Scouts last Thursday
You know -- toes down; back for this event named for Miss
time
'
-afternoon. by scores of 7-3-and 3-1 at the Benton Ball °fshs
in additton.
tKe Army encour- straight and Ipuching %Ale nose to Anna M. Fisher. seeretary-treasurer
Park.
ave. according to the pentagon, the floor as many nines as you of the Dade Park Jcckey Club
valuntary participation in a nuns- can.
She will present a horsre blanket
her of sports, including foodeall,
Two nights a week Lam takes to the owner of the winning
basked/all. and so forth.
about an hour and a half and his horse.
Periodically, every soldier un- schnorale hits the barracks floor
The Labor Day program will
der Ie
s must go through a pretty 450 times a session, an average be highlighted by ,the Labor Day
rough test The perfect scare of 900 tunes. a week.. Handicap for three-year olds and
would be 509 points. For the top .They ought to erect some sort upward, which will be contested
indl-ups.
75
a monument_ over_the hole this over the six earliangs route. The
.,APot he mast dk .20
squat jumps. 79 sit-ups, 34-push- kid has put on the hardwood.
race will carry a purse of $1.990
ups and kr..-k along In -a -301i-Ta
Hel - musstert,---tos:--me
and will Attract the ;ceding sprintdaehr-all„ ea same limits.
only 145 paundrenn a--e'r frame. afirremilning al the track.
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Dade Park
Draws Near
Season End

EGYPT TRAINS CHILDREN, TOu

•

Very few - make the perfeet
score. But some of them do.

PRESIDENT essamovasa Rashes a smile as he and Mrs. Eisenhower
arrive in Monterey. Calif., from San Francisco for a few days of

golf and rest Welcomers. Walter Hahn (left), city manager. and
Democratic State Senator Fred Farr (second). (international)

'Three Young Toning'

Furches
JEWELRY
E.

Side Sq.

Ph. 193-..I

1

HIJNTER. left, Mitzi Gaynor and Keefe
Braseielle entlOt the title roles in "Three Young Texang," tomorrow at the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
The Twentieth Century-Fox release, a Panoramic
Production in color by Technicolor, presents three
of HoNywood's most popular young stars in the appropriately named "Three Young Te ns." Leonard
Coldste-k—pfaiicQ and'Henry Levi directed -fhe
JEFFREY

picture.

- Beyond Cell et Duty
Some of the few who recently
reached the charmed circle were
Pfc. Bronislew R. Mogenis of Elizabeth. N.J., now a military Cop
with the Army in Europe. and
Specialist 3-C Rufus S. Griffin Jr..
of Guyton. Ga. who is stationed
at Fort Carson, Cole.
But some oi ine fellows take
--

;.eArli1C•asTE

LEANNE $400.00
Wedding Ring $100.00

-

*moti

•

It.

PREVENI

a.
THE DESTRUCTIVE

MURRAY ROLLER
RINK

TERMITE

FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES

oh

Sam Kelley

Kens?' Peet
Control

1413 MAIN STREET

—Licensed and Insured...Phone 441

'SAL,Sept..1st - Open 6,:0 P.M.

Fed up with wild promotions
- that promise much and'deliver
little?
Then come in and trade
with us!
Let us give you facts that
prove Studebaker is the biggest
dollar's worth in town today.
And, if the facts convince
you, then get our deal! It's a lot
better deal than the stunt men
offer—and you'll be doing business with someone you cat.
trust! So come on in—nowl

•
To
bee
Arc
Sei
Ric
ces

.A NEW CUSHIONED SOUND PROOF FLOOR!

FAMILY
NOT ONLY adults, but children as well site being trained by '
Egypt as an aftermath of the Suez carial seizure, these photos ,
from Cairo show. Upper: Youngsters ranging from 6 to 9 years
old learn to "cover" an enemy. This kindergarten contingent includes a 6-year-old private and an 8-year-old sergeant Lower:
Maj, Gen, Abdel Hakim Amer, corr.mander-in-chiet of Egypt's
mimed forces, gives a pep talk to recruits' into Suez canal pilot '
service. Some are cordmereial vessel skippers,'- some naval academy gradusil*s.
OisternstIonsi)
_
-

REVIVAL
Temple Hill Methodist
Church
MONDAY SEPT. 3rd thru Sept. 8
REV. T. W. TYSMITHMIER, Evangelist
Rev. Ralph Rogers, Pastor
-Services Daily 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
•
—EVERYONE WELCOME --

....ONE OF THE FEW

Automobile

OF ITS KIND IN THE NATION !!
or
tiol

* PUBLIC SESSIONS

* DOOR PRIZES!

we
tint
Rot
San
and

MONDAY NIGHT SPECIAL SESSIONS
.SO4.

Tuesday thru Thursday — 7 - 9:30 p.m.

les Aka11

Designed exclusively to insure the family car, this new
Sroad

Coverage

FAMILY
is your

.AUTOMOBILE POLICY
best insurance buy!

Includes broadened coverage for many things, such
as non-owned and borrowed cars; operation of owned
car by any resident of the
household; utility cars ond
trailers, more eXrenSIVe medical payments -o host of
other advantages.
Ask about this new policy,
written by Celina Mutual
-- and National Mutual. For
- 1 .the best in protection and
service, call .

PURDOM & THURMAN
_ INSURANCE AGCY.
Phstne S42
407 MaPle St.
So. Side Court Sq- Murray.
Kentucky .

Friday and Saturday-7:30-10:30 p.m.

AFTERNOONS
Saturday and Sunday . . . 1:30 - 4:00 p.m.
Sunday Nites
7.30 to 10:00 p.m.
BEGINNERS CLASSES
Children:
Saturday
9:00 to 10:00 a.m.
Adults:
Saturday
10:30 to 11:0 a.m.
(FULL INFORMATION

F

Special Party Rates

Studebaker — more power:::
more economy.., more safety
... more style... more car!
Get the facts that prove it!

•

NOW
Is the time
o buy

FOR GROUPS DURING SESSIONS
EXCEPT FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Church Groups * Lodge Groups
C.Y.O. Groups * Scout Groups
School Groups * Private Groups

STUDEBAKER
Come inlodayl

AT SKATE ROOM)

•
Mr.and firs.James W. Its,

MIDWAY MOTORS
Hazel Road

*XL

Phone 84
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Cinci Lauds Homers Bravec Don't
Babe Zaharias
Losing Strength

LiS

GALVES1'ON, Tex. VI — Babe
Zahariaa is losing strength as a
result of her fight with cancer but
her husband said "we are not losing hope."

MiNERNIZE

Milwaukee Lead Cut As Power
Packed Redlegs l‘ltie Ahead

By MILTON RICHMAN
in seventh
g broke the backs
United Press Sports Writer
of
:raves
• figured. prom.
George Zaharias said his wife
Cincinnati's power-packed Red- in- tly in the Pirai ' come-fromis "still optimistic" and had told
legs, on their way to a new major
hind 5-4 victory. Linn the sevhim "we must keep going."
league record, blessed the a
enth, veteran Warren Spa a•
ad
The famed woman athlete, who mighty
horn
• t..ay while
e a 4-0 lead, thanks to a •aii) of
this sprint celebrated her 42nd
Milwaukee Braves cussed it or homers by Eddie Mathews
birthday in the hospital, is visited shaving
th r Nation
League lea •
by members of her family daily. to 1
Then the roof fell in with Long's
ai IP
She spends much of her time
25th homer highlighting a four-run
1
To ad to the general home run rally that tied the score. Dick
W. L. Pet. GB reading messages of good wishes
and prayers for her recovery.
turmoil, Mickey hian:",
,
, clouted Groat supplied the clincher in the
Milwaukee ..
75 49 605
45th Tuesday night to move eighth when he singled of/ loser
Brooklyn .. .... 73 50 593
fi
gam
ahead of Babe Ruth's Bob Trowbridge to bring home
Cinci nnati
73 53 579 3
reco
ce in a 4-0 victory by Frank Thomas with the winning
St. Louis
63 62 604 1214,
the Yankees over the Athletics.
run.
Phils4"Lphia
58 64 475 16
Pittsburgh
54 72 .429 22
The Redlegs really hit the home
The defeat left the Braves only
NEW
YORK
6P1
New York
— Sugar Ray
50 72 410 24
Robinson, apparent winner over run jackpot in their 11.1 romp a game and a half ahead of the
Chicago ..
50 '74 403 26
promoter Jim Norris. expected to- over the Giants. Rookie Frank second-place Dodgers, who divided
14
day a speedy announcement of the Robin.sin hit two and Ed Bailey a doubleheader with the Cubs.
YOSIMIMBY
date and site for his middleweight contributed a three-rifn homer to Brooklyn rallied for three runs
'
S Games
title defense against Gene Full- help Joe Nuxhall coast to his 10th in the ninth to win the opener,
a Brooklyn 6 Chicago 4 1st
triumph.
6-4, but Chicago took the nightcap,
mer.
"ti Chicaigo 4 Brooklyn 3, 2nd., 8 inn
Whited to 7/
1
2 innings by darkness,
Robinson's
two
homers
gave
him
7 Cincinnati 11 New York 1
Only a compromise over a $10,4-3.
total
a
of
34,
only four short of
.
ii Pittsburgh 5 Milwaukee 4
000 elifiference in opinion remained
Newcombe wins 21st
to be worked out, now that Robin- the Rookie record set by Wally
Philalaphia 6 St. Louis 4
Singles by Carl Furillo and
•
Berger of the Boston Braves • in
son's two-week revolt against Norfeatured
the
Robinson
Jackie
'1
ris finally earned a $50,000 televi- 1930. The Redlegs, with a total of Dodgers' winning rail" in the
homers
189
far,
now
so
are
seven
sion guarantee from the promoter.
Newcombe regisToday's Games
home runs ahead of the Giants' opener as Don
tered his 21st victory in relief.
1
Sugar Ray was still asking for pace of 1047 when the Polo
Brooklyn at Chicago
The Cubs decided the nightcap
a sixty grand assurance, but in Grounders set . the all-time major
New York at Cincinnati, night
with two runs in the seventh
of
league
mark
221.
such
a
mild
voice
that
a
comproPittsburgh at Milwaukee, night
on Gene Baker's homer and Hobie
Rebound
Pirates
mise
appeared
in
the
immediate
Philadelphia at St. Louis, night
the bases
Dale Long's three-run homer in Landriths walk with
offing.
loaded.
Emil K. Ellis, the champion s
Tomorrow's Gaines
attorney, informed Norris that
Fllaylock,
Home runs by UMW
Robinson would be ready to go
Sully }emus and Del Ennis gave
1
r•tisbGalh at -Milwaukee
throusal with the original plan
the Phillies • 414 victory over
Brooklyn at Chicaago--or a 7-FuMtner fight at Yankee
the Cardinals. Southpaw Curt
Only Games Sobedtded
Stadium. Sept. 25, if desired. He
Simmons overcame an unsteady
has been training for three weeks.
start to poet his Ilth victory.
MILWAUKEE,
OI
Wis.
—Pitcher
However, some of Norrirs' asMantle's homer, a three-run Job
sistants at the International Boxing Lew Burdette of the Milwaukee off Art Ditmar in the third inning,
Club doubt there would be time Braves said Jackie Robinson of was the payoff blow in the YanW. L. Pct. GB to "build up" the fight for Sept. the Brooklyn Dodgers threw a kees' victory over Kansas City.
baseball at him because of a
New ' York
81 48 .838
The game, halted after six innings
comment about Robinson's "spare
Cleveland
71 52 .677 8
by rain, also featured Bob Turley's
tire, not his race."
Chicap
68 55 .553 14
two-run pitching, good for his
Burdette
Monday
said
night
he
Boutoe
67 57 .640 1214
eighth victory against three deyelled to Robinson: 'What time
Detroit
61 64 .488 19
feats.
watermelon
the
does
get
cold.
I
,i... Baltimore ..
5668 .462 23,
By winning, the Yankees went
4
RYE, N. Y. (ITI — Four American meant the watermelon around his eight games ahead of the second52 72 .419 271i
-. - •Washington
Cripes!
waist.
There
wasn't
any• -7-1Kansas City
41 83 .331 311,•J tennis players; including former
place Indians, who fell before Ray
Wimbledon champion Dick Savitt, thing racial about it."
Moore of Baltimore. 1-0.
occurred
before
incident
The
the
squared off against a quartet of
Tosses Fear-Hitter
touring Australlae stars today in second inning of Stuiday's game
Yesterday's Games
Moore tossed a four-hitter to
1
Robinson
was
quoted
in
hare.
New
a series of international matches
edge rookie southpaw Hank AguirDetroit 6 Boston 3
•
eilleWesalthester Country Club's York newspapers as saying Bur- re in a pitching duel that was
for"—
"things
uncalled
dette said
New York 4 Kansas City 0, 6 inn grass courts!'
decided in the first inning when
Washipgton 8 Chicago 2, 1st
The matches were scheduled as racial slurs. "I aimed at his head Bob Boyd singled, took second
and it's a good thing it missed,"
Chimif.t 5 Washington 3, 2nd
a prelude to the national singles
on a balk and came home on Bbe
Robinson was quoted as saying.
Baltimore 1 Cleveland 0
tournament starting Friday at ForNieman's double.
Burdette said the ball landed in
est Hills.
Minnie Minoso's two-run homer
not hit anyone.
In addition to Savitt, the Ameri- the dugout and did
eighth inning gave the
Today's Games
as he could. in the
hard
as
it
threw
-He
can aggregation included Wm
White Sox a 5-3 decision in the
mad, but he didn't
was
he
Guess
Kansas City at New York
Richardson of Westfield- N. J.,
second half of a twi-night doublereason to be."
Chicago at Washington
Sammy Giarnmalva of Houston, have any
header after the Senators took
Detroit at Boston •
Tex., and Gil Shea of Los Angeles.
the first game, 6-2, with the help
Cleveland at Baltimore, night
Lew Hoed, the current Wimbledon
of homers by Herb Flews and
title-holder, headed the Aussie-team
Clint Courtney.
which also included Ken Rosewall,
Al Reline, beginning to look like
Ashley Cooper and Mal Anderson.
his old self again after an early1.
iiimorrow's Games
season slump, drove in three runs
with a triple and his 24th homer
No Games Scheduled
in leading the Detroit Tigers to
a 8-3 victory over the Boston Red
Sox.

National League

Sugar Ray Expects
Quick Title Date

1,

,3-J

'-•

YOUR -

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
For the Fall and Winter Rush Ahead
If you'd rather be right...

liOSTITCH STAPLER

better buy

The Stapler with a hundred usest
In The Office - In The Home - At School
various sizes" and models

VICTOR
Citti:ntpitin
adding machines
SUPER-ADDERS
$9950

— also have —
SWINGLINE & MARKWELL
STAPLERS

Choice of 10-key or
full keyboards

Remark Was Abut
"Spare Tire" Not
Race Says Burdette

American League

25

Americans Square
Off For Matches

:ions
liver

*ads

that
;gest
day.

-ince
a lot
men

Return Bout
Read The Classified Scheduled
For Lights

- SPORT PARADE -

•

Mali-

cat

41

fety
tar!
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NEW ORLEANS AB --Promoters
J. T. Owen and Bonn? Geigerman
started negotiations today for a
By BILL TALBERT, captain
Canada last weekend. And Giam• return ,lightweight title fight in
Davis Cop Tennis Team
malva and MacKay are on the October between newly - crowned
Written For The United Preen
squad which meets Mexico. this champion Jbey Brown and WalNEW YORK 4111 — Since Tony weekend. What we're trying
to do lace "Bud" Smith at the auditorTrabert turned professional, we've Is to combine die old-timers with ium here.
been faced with lots of Davis Cup the youngsters.
Brown of New Orleans and
problems.
Senith of Cincinnati drew 7,201
Remember, in order to win back Cans and $43.900 for Friday night's
Of our veteran players, Vic
the cup from Australia, we must television - radio 15 - rounder in
Seixas is over-the-hill and Hamilton beat Lew Hoed and Ken
Rosewall, which lanky Joey won the f35Richardson hasn't been too suc- two of the world's best.
It will pound crown on a split decision
cessful against the top Australians. require a great effort.
Here is after flooring Bud twice.
Otir youngsters are still a year how I sire up the shortcomings
Joey, registering his seventh
or tral away from the top interna- of the more experienced American straight victory moved that his
players.
tional competitive level. However,
non-title ,dacision over Smith at
we do have a large number of
Seizes, at 32, has been on our Houston, Tex., May 2 w a a no
fine young prospects coming along: team since 1951 and is finding
nuke.
it
Ron Holmberg, Barry MacKay, more difficult all the time to
Co-prornoter Geigerman mid toSammy Giammalva, Allen Morris win the big matches. Richardson day. "the return bout in October
and Mike Green.
is only 23 and has a sound would draw more than Friday
Quiet Development Plan
all-around game, but his volleying night's scrap because of the conWe are concentrating on trying has its faults, Each lost to the troversy.- over the decision."
to develop them in a hurry. We Australians
Brown, 30 years old and weighj.i .1 the Wimbledon
used MacKay and Holmberg in semifinals last month.
ing 133-pounds, was willing to
the &anis Cup matches against
give the 134%-pound Bud a return
Youngsters Need Experience
Now 'let's take up the younger shot at the title in October if
his right hand is ready by then,
prospects.
Giammalva from Houston, Tex. although no, return bout contract
Is one of our prime hopes. However, was specifically written into the
he still is an unknown quantity agreement.
The new champion had x-rays
m far SS top-flight competition
is concerned. We hope we can at Tour° llitimiary today to see
get a chance to get a good whether the hand was fractured.
look at him against Mexico this He said he hurt it in the second
round.
weekend.
MacKay from Dayton. Ohio and
At the hospital, Dr. L. T. Taylor
the University of Michigan also said x-rays disclosed a fracture of
has tremendous promise. He has a Small bone near the wrist in the
a fine attitude and approach to right hand and that it apparently
tennis, much like Trabert as an would keep the champion out of
amateur.
action for about six weeks.
Morris from Atlanta, Ga, showed
us at Wimbledon that, he ha*
DAY FORECAST
some sound ground *rotes and
However,
spirit.
competitive
good
a
My UNITED PRESS
good .volleying game IS an
Kentucky —Temperatures for
requirement
Important
and his is the five - day period, Theedey
not yet good enough.
through Sat:unity, will average
Holmberg (from Brooklyn) has about eight degrees above t he
nArr*
neesist terrific natural ability but he's norrnel of 74. Warm and humid
•
as be Nairn
'
s weeds still too loose on his abots.
dWeughout Abe five - day period.
In Win Menai% *IWO or THE
All of these youngsters are good, Rainfall will average near oneriegialt Mesa thlanY vA but they need lots more experience. /self indh in scattered
afternoon
the eir-domMOMM4 ANA* TWw- That's Why I my it may take
and evening thundershowers with
Ww
w peek an the haft us another year or two to get back most frequent activity
about Wed...Ida owls,.
to' the top.
nesday throuatt Saturday,

Stengel Will Be
Back He Says
NEW YORK RP — Casey Stengel
has confided tti` close associates
that he will bel back to manage
the New Yprk Yankees again next
season, regardless of how his team
finishes this year, it was learned
today.
figure rm going to be around
here for maybe two more years,"
Stengel told them.
The Yankee pilot, who recently
celebrated his 65th birthday, signed
a two-year contract on -Sept. 22,
1954 to direct the team through
the 1965 and 1956 seasons.

'Miss Minn.'

•

,* LEDGERS
*'LEDGER SHEETS
* COLUMNAR SHEETS
* POST BINDERS

EXECUTIVE SUBTRACTOIS
Electric or
Hand Operated

* MANIFOLD ORDER BOOKS
* PAYROLL RECORD BOOKS
* FILE FOLDERS
* INDEX CARDS, FILES

$2095° up _
•Compact •LilliiiOlght •PothibTp

•Witt

Millions of users prove Victor Adding Machines are right for you,
too. Smooth,carefree service Is just one of many reasons why you
will like Victor Adding Machines better. Modest cost Is another
reason. If you list, add and multiply,'choose Victor Super-Adder.
For problems that involve direct stOtractIon also, you'll want
the Victor Executive Subtractor. See...try both models today.

* FORM REGISTERS
* MOISTENERS
* TREASURE CHESTS
* Foam Rubber CUSHION

SCRIPTO
and
SCRIIPTOMATIC

* STAMP PADS
* FOLDING METAL CHAIRS
* CLIP BOARDS
* TAPE DISPENSERS

BALL PENS

2fte
39e
$1.00

* MAIL SCALES
* RUBBER CEMENT
* LETTER FILES
* INDEXES

All Steel

DESK

•

* FILING CABINETS
* PENCIL SHARPENERS
* DESK FILES
* CHAIRS

and

Swivel Chair
THE MODERN DESK OF TOMORROW

4-

DOZENS of OTHER OFFICE NEEDS

*.Enamel Steel Finish
* Linoleum - Vinyl - Texolite..
and Formica Tops
Steehnaster's

Document
Case
With index file

$3.75

Cole Steel
Space Save
CABINET
a choice
of
size and price
to fit your
need

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
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Women's Page

'Activities

Club News
Wedialike

Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4 or 7634
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Miss Cherly Jane Weber Becomes Bride Of
Cain In Beautiful Wedding

fPERSO N A L S]JerryCharles

MURRAY,

T.

.

bridal bouquet was pinned at her
ahoCider.
Upon returning frorn their wedding trip. Mr and Mrs. Cain will
reside in Muray. until January at
which time Mr. Cain will receive
his degree from Murray State Col.
lege.
Out-of-town guests included Miss
Lala Cain, Nancy Spann, Messrs.
and Mesdames Herbert L. Holt
and Paul Feldsein, all of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Koller, Mr.
and Mrs. E M. Gillian, Mr. and
Mrs. John Paric:s. Mr. and Mrs.
Lurwin Cain. Mrs. L. L Phillips,
Mrs. W. L. Parr, Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Chauncer Laird, Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Isabela the Rev. and Mrs. M. H.
Stroud. all of Mayfield; Mr. and
Mrs. W. L Parr Jr.. and Barry
Par, Niagra Falls, N. Y.
On Friday night, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Cain of Mayfield were
hosts at Potter's Restaurant for
the wedding rehearsal dinner. For
the oecasson Miss Weber wore a
pale pink cotton frock fashioned
by Flair, Jr., and pink accessories.
• • • •

At four o'clock on Saturday aft- arrangement of Frenohed white
ernoon. August 25. at the Unity carnations centered with a solid
Mr. and Mrs Clayborn CrIck of and 16 ounces. Mrs. Darnell Is Evangelical and Reformed Church, white orchid.
Miss Sylvia Murphy was maid of
Murray Route Two announce the the former Fay Galloway, daugh- Paducah. Miss Cherly Jane Weber,
birth of a daughter, Karen Jane. ter of Mr. ad Mrs. Hardin Gallo- !daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard honor and Miss Corinne Burch,
born Tuesday, August 21, weal:int way.
K Weber of Paducah. became the Mrs. Ray Dew and Miss Judy
• • • •
seven pounds 14,a ounces
bride of Jerry Charles Cain. son Eichenhofer. of Trenton. Mich..
• ••
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell .Jobe and of Mr and Mrs Charles S Cain, served as bridesmaids. They wore
Mr and Mrs. Buel Stalls of family of Flint. MM. have just Mayhekl. The bridegroom is well Identically styled waltz length
after
Chaaago, ill., have returned home returned to their .home
known ir. Murray where ineny of frocks of ethereal blue trystalette
parents.
over matching taffeta. Their small
after visiting with Mrs. Stalls' several days visit with
• his relatives reside.
Jobe of
octagonal shaped ats were edged
sister. Mrs. Bernie Miller and Mr. Mr. and Mrs Thurman
sister, Mrs. , The Rev. Roy D. Williams, min- in seed pearls ;a small face-veil
Miller of South Seventh Street. 1716 Main Street. and
Vaster Orr and family. They also ister of the First Methodist Church was attached. They each carried a
last week.
• • • •
vis:ted with grandparents. Mr. and I Met-frit* Tenn.. solemnized the cascade bouquet ' of white fuel
Morrison andr he 4/ Mrs. Crawford Jche of Puryeer, double ring ceremony. In the sanc- mums and baby blue bachelor butMrs. lea
tuary. single white gladioli blooms tons with matching ribbons.
brother. lee, are visiting Mrs.!Tenn.
Were interspersed in a background
Morrison's aunt. Mrs. Bernie MilPhyllis Jo is the n•aos Musette nif greenery. On either side of the Miss Donna Kay Rhodes. of
ler and Mr. Miller of souitl -7r,
Last Day Of Opportanity
served as her cousin's
by Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mahal the altar were branched candelabra Louisville,
Street.
OPPORTUNITY, Texas aft —Todress
length
Her
waltz
girl.
flower
white tapers.
• • • •
.11 born of Benton for their dauebtar• holding burning
as day may be the last day of opee Large baskets at white gladio and of the same blue crystalette
Darrell weighing six pounds five ralnti.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie , Da
portunity in Texas. Voters will dewas
attendants,
bride's
the
the altar that of
of Unseal Cog_ Ten..._announce_ • e born at the Murray INepitatOfl fugi mums completed
on primess lines with a cide whether they want to change
made
the
marked
bows
White
setting.
.
10.
, near
arrival of a daughter on Saturday. Sunday. AWOL
•
pleated flounce at the bottom. Slie the name of Opportunity
s • • •
family pews.
August 25 She has been named
straw basket tied Dalla.s. to Woodland Hills.
white
a
carried
pro,,
weighing
Darline,
A daughter.
Preceding the ceremony. a
Donna Fay and weighed 6 pounds
With a blue bow and filled with
gram of nuptial MUSIC was
rose petaLs and blue bachelor butaented by Mrs James Hough, orions. James kent Buttermann, of
Jr,
ganist and Roy Woodall
Louisville. served as ring bearer. rglie
arsie.•
loist.
He wore a white amen suit and
father.
her
marriageby
. Given in
carried the rings on a white satin
the bride wore an original Fink
Pillow
imported
of
r ecitation t.i.shioned
Charles S. Cain. of Mayfield,
Chantilly laze accented with nylon
served as his son's beet man. The
tulle ever bridal satin. The basaftle
u.shers were William Robert Wilhod:re featured short sleeves and
liams, Memphis, Tenn., Philip W.
emneckline
sabcina
scalioaed
a
Chandler. Barlow. and L. C. Engghasized with dainty seed pearls
lish. Jr., Mayfield.
and iridescent sequins. The
Mrs Weber chose for her daughskirt of the formal length
ter's wedding a champagne colorvietorian
was enhanced try a
ed sheath and duster ensemble of i
, drape in the front and cascaded
silk organza lined with matching
into a chapel train in the back.
taffeta. Her hat. covered In seThe drape was formed by an apquins and trimmed in velvet, was
plique of irdeseent sequins. The
of the same color as her dress.
center back was accentuated by
Pinned at her shoulder was a purthe natural scallops of the lace
ple orchid
extending from the waistline to
Mrs. Cain, mother of the groom.
the end of the train. Matching
wore a mauve peau de soie dream
lace gauntlets ccmpleted the enfashioned along empire lines. She
semble. Her fingertip veil of imwore a small. matching hat and
illusion
Freoch
silk
parted pure
accessories. Her corsage was
black
emhat
of laze
fell from a half
dithid. Mrs. Elmer C.
lavender
a
broidered m pearls and sequins.
of Louisville, maternal
bridal k, stuquei Vas- a cascade
grandmother of the bride. wore a
TThe
dress over rose tafslate 'blue
born
was
di pounds 1% MOM',
feta. Her bat was black velvet
of
tsukua Lofton
to Mn nod Itesietw
trimmed in pink. A corsage of
on Sunday. pink carnations was at her shouldon Mute
August 19, at the Murray Hospital. er.
• • • •
Following the ceremony. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Kingins and Mrs. Howard Weber were
MARCELLINO ROMANY, t h•
of New Concord are the parents hosts at a reception in the church
Puerto Rico dslegate who ina daughter. Deborah Jo, weigh- parlor.
sisted on having his three-yote
delegation polled, and spelled
ing six pounds 15 ounces, born on
Immediately after the reception,
out his name on roll call A
Saturday. August 18. at the Mur- • the couple left on an unannounced
the 1952 GOP convention, is
,, ray Hcepital.
wedding trip. For traveling. Mrs.
I
back again. Here he is, ready
Cain chose a three piece ensemto assert himself in Frisco's
ble of black linen trimmed in
lintentatioisal)
Cow Palace.
white. The white orchid from the
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Headed for school ... and the head of the•fashiol
class ... young wearables in an unending array'
and at prices to fit every budget too. These are a
sure to be mother's pets, 'cause they wear so well
and are so easy to care for.

SCHOOL
GOING FASHIONS -

Fashion- Flashes From Abroad for,
GLEN of MICHIGAN
and TRIO

Sizes 3 - 6x
$3.98 to $1.98
Sizes 7 to 14
$4.98 to $8.98

SMART SKIRTS

ALL WOOL • SOLID COLORS • STRIPES
TWEEDS • SLIM OR FULL STYLES
Sub-Teens 8-14 and Reg. 7-14

$598 to 4.98
PANDORA

SWEATERS
A marvelous selection to select from in high
fashion shades of Autumn in Mazet orlon and
Tycora by Infanta.

•
4..,.,?

$298 to 4.98
Striptri-Sho•

SOX OFFICE OPENS 7:15 DST
SHOW STARTS DUSK

WED. & THURS.

sorisla
KEEFJ.,,,01001

blouse . 298 to.3.98
skirt ... 4.98 in 6.98 •
jumpers .. 6.98-to*798'

"ik MARVELOUS SELECTION OF

MURR.151r
•••• •
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This fall, classroomtwill abound
In subtly colored stained-glass plaids
from France, in prints from the
provinces, and In gay Tyrolean effects.
Add to these: the return of the wide
whirling swing skirt, the debut of
the diminirtive Corm° Jacket
and the rise of a brand new
Empire. Easy-to-core-for
eOttOns, and all with the everPre:lent Kate Greenaway pocket.

of

DRIVE-IN

It

3 to doxiers

TODAY
and THURS.

LITTLETON%

T

.-jtUGU.....
7
WELIIILSEOL.

T PST.

•
.
4

sleeve
smartie

E
YOUNG TEXANS

FRI. & SATURDAY ;

98

— TWO BIG HITS —

IlAti MID • AD &NMI• MING111111

P L-U-S

"BATTLE ZONE"
starring
STEPHEN McNALLY
JOHN HODIAK

stnped and fringed

Sacony

Sub-Teens Sizes 6 to 14

$9.98 to $19.98

DON'T MISS OUR

worsted jersey
suit-dress

sizes 3to6x,7 to 14

LABOR DAY
* SPECIAL *
GIGANTIC
FIR WORKS
DISPLAY
Monday - Sept. 3rd

$35

Dual personality sweater of 100% pure
imported cashmere, that's Collette , Wear it
back to-front ... front to back. We've matched
it to this arrow-narrow skirt artfully

AERIAL SALUTES,
BOMBS and SPRAYS
softly shaping,
and the skirt
clin be worn separately to expand your wardrobe. Goeyerywhere.
look eliciting with t:,e fabulous fringed shawl c-ollar.. Skirt is lined
in back to stop "sit-Out" bulge. In lovely muted ;tones for Fall.
,Try it on. today.
S ,cony knits the it.innest, smartest stripes in this
a suit...it's a dress
soft-touch worsted jersey.

Littleton's

•

parties:
So talented it travels from penmanship class to
collar,
convertible
with
-love
blouse
perky
Ship'n Shore's
itiffluiftre,
a
with
broadcloth
cotton
combed
In
tails.
-put
stay
pastels
-box.
candy
White,
an affinity for suds!
Oodles more Ship'n Shores,all different!

COMING SOON
On Stage * In Person
-* - J0104

tailored in Daltpn's finest fabrict.

SHRUGS
by Charles of
niami

Carter's
`SPANKYFIANTS'

$4.98 to $9.98
Sizes 3 to 6x
7 to 14

Sizes
4 to 16

,

hi
ft

ir

69c each

sweater sizes 34 to 40 29.95
skirt sizes 8 to 18 .. 19.95

AL "Fuzzy ST.
- *LESTER FLATT
and
EARL SCRUGGS
-*JANET and P*4 1
"The Wizards of the Air"
-* HE IS COMING ? ? ?. •

a
ta

Alt Dolton S•oolors and Siorfs ••• dvrobly mofhproof•d

CC

TO THE BATIK
'AHD IMPS SHOP. SECOND • FLOOR
PHONE -143
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NOTICE

APPLES, red and yellow verities.
Reasonable price. Bring containera:
Welcome except Sunday mornings.
Robinson Orcha.d, Puryear.
SIP

well

sas ses

...d

.0s1110,

SALE

I SAVE 111

TOBACCO; INSURE your tobacco
and barns when firing with Galloway Insurance Agency, office
over Kuhne Dept. Store. Phone
1062, Murray.
SIC

1 JOHN DEERE wire tie pick-up
and rake, good condition,
MONUMENTS
cheap. Herman K. Ellis, Murray, Murray Marble and Granite Works
Ky.
A29C builders of fine memorials for over
half centuy. Porter White, ManaPIAIOS. Complete line new and
ger. Phone 121.
SI5C
usear All sizes and types in stock.
Seitairn White Pianos. 403 Chestnut St., Murray. Ky.
S25C DO YOU HAVE NEED of folding
chair.i. The Ledger & Times has
FIRE INSURANCE, Farm & City. five different models of steel foldClaude le Miller Insurance Agency ing chairs in five price ranges
can care for all your insurance Ma the chairs that fit the need
-finances. See them today in an
needs. See
*hatever your or
insurance problem may be. Phones attractive disp:ay at the daily
7511 & 1058. Office over Stubble- Ledger and Times.
S1NC
fie it Drug.
A29C
_
' TWO SUITS In pod condal9n•
size 10, $.5 each. Blouse given win)
each suit. Mrs. C. R. Butterworth.
Lynn trove.
A31P

MONUMENTS first class material
grinite and marble, large selection
styles, sizes. Call 85, home phone
528. See at Calloway Monument
Works, yester Orr, eswner., West
Ellain St., near college
S22C
SOLID MAPLE HUTCH, $50. Call
SINGER SEWING machine repre1699-W.
rric sentative in Murray. For sales,
ATTENTION TOBACCO Growers. serylee, repair centact Leon flaIL
TPC
For sale at aurtion. Wes.ein Dart 1617 Farmer. Ph. 1623-IL
Tobsizo Packing Corp., 240 and
SPBM,MITY Will and Rug DePop" St., Sp.tirday; Sept.-v -10i
t:an Jesse
terger
am.: one. 12 hp. upright, stationTucker. Kirksey, irs-..--amoo or Murary, flueless steam boiler with
AffeC
ray 25.
electric puinp and smoke steeled
Adequate (Or large tobac.o barns.! WOULD YOU LIKE tb become a
beautition? Contact
Per further information Phone 420- professional
-A30C Ezell Beauty School for inforrnat
Compani.

on Terri-It

and Connie

Christmas. $1.00 will hold the dill
offer good through September The
Cherry's.
A30C
FOR FREE demoutration of Luz:era Fine Cosmetics and Perfumes
see or call Mrs. C. R. Butterworth,
Lynn Grove
A31P
I

LOST & FOUND

Mercator
AMONG MI to U.11. Navy crewman lost i1á a Martin
patrol plane was shot down off the Red China coast are (from
Lt. Jame,
left) Lt. Comdr, Milton Hutchinson, Cumberland, R.
B. Deane, Grand Rapids, Mich.; Lt. Comdr, James W. Pon.sford,
nattonal Somsdphotea),
long Beach, Calif. U. S. Navy photos.(I

WOMAN TO CARE foi invalid
-woman at night. Call E. D Ship- à
A31C V
ley, 869-J-1 after, 5.00 p.m.

NICE TWO bedroom house with
bath and utility room. 1415 Vine.
A29C
Call 1377-W-1.
tURNISHED A.PT.
furnace heat. Private
So. 4th St. See Mn.
at 300 So. 4th St. Ph.

Staker fed
bath. At 304
B. F. Berry
A29::
103.

BEDROOM unfurnished
stairs apartment, furnace

2

heat. Call 798-M-2.

downor gas
A30C

UPSTAIRS 4 ROOM furnished
apeartment. 305 North 7th St. Call
Owen Billington, 601 or 1249. SIC

marry tali)
Jarabsen. One passenger became oonoxior.:. in his attentions to torKinney. He bragged of hone
and most powerful man hi
U. ter dory, anu told her to Jilt
, jarobecti and marry him. Narmiel
,fretnd contort- in the presence of Dr,
Lid F.lund, who helped her find off
Kinney. When the Fut,ecowh stopped
at Coyote
et,. Kriiil liras h.), wait:Aur for Nam., 1. The doctor ofteled
her a ride to tr;m11's cabin and she
graletully accepted. They found F:Mil
-murdered only minutes before.
Dr. Lklund thought of a have" for
Earcissa-a position as hou.eireeper
for Twn Armington and Toni's two
wild young orphan daughters.
For hidden reasons, Rinne, wants
Elibuid to replace Philpott. the fruijka at the local Army post enc. rea
.r d. When Erti detained. Whiney
' to,eatcne•d to expose him .is a
a., ter at Chickamauga. Kainey also
his an influence over Main( Elake
the post commander, and It's ,vr at
te,ted the appointment Performinit
an autopsy on Emil's .ody. Dr.l
f.eind a .50 caliber bullet. He rode to
Emil's cabin in search of the telltale
shell., and there he was dred upon
and his horse killed. Led shot the
guntnan-Deever. a hireling of Kinno's-and rode Deever's horse Mug
to town. Kinney's nen! Idea was for
Erd to take -something- to the rcstive Indians.

i

Iferi^hest

the beak. itterinted by special
Features Syndicate.

Plenty Horses' blanket ezia
missing.
Every Indian had Ms awn
personal blanket- It might be
ragged or filthy, and frequently
it was, but always he cheriehed
and clutched it to himself with
both hands. Plenty Horses had
had his blanket the first day thet
Eklund had discovered him, and
he had been covered by it here
the other night.
Now it was'gone, and the possible implications were grim. The
loss of the blanket meant little
in itself, or even the fact that it
might have been stolen from
a
dead or dying man. But what
it was did matter. It could be as
potentially explosive as a stick
of dynamite, and far more deadly.

The little that he could do completed, Eklund washed in the,
creek, hobbled his team, and
slept, not far away. The bite of
frost was in the air when he
awoke, and the land lay vast and
empty and somehow lonesome.
His tiny cook tire with its this
picions. Better tor her to think
streamer of snipke, quickly lost
it a closed episode. He deposited
In the morning mists, served only
her at the Armington doorstep,
to accentuate the immensity. He
An the care of her now devoted
had not been aware of the loneadmirers, and drove on back to
liness of it until today. This was
town. A greater worry nagged
a country which would be slow
at his mind. He wan anxious to
in the taming. ,
get back out there, even if it

CHAPTER 10
ARCISSA was waiting for
- EM to take her to Emil's
funeral. Soberly clad in black,
the smile was gone from her face.
The children watched her anxiouseyed, as Eklund lifted her over
He had a double-barreled job to
the wheel and took his place be- meant being on the go all night,
side her. They did little talking to see how Plenty Horses was do,.and he found both aspects of
it -distasteful. Again he drove on,
on the short drive. She was re- coming along.
membering that this was the
He wondered what Kinney had heading northwest, and here the
funeral of the man she had come in mind, and he wasn't long in flat country wits definitely left
Nast to marry. A man who, but finding out. Dolt brought it out behind, the slopes long and high,
the workings of chance, would to the buggy himself, in a big with pine and fir and cottonwood
now be her husband. A man who box which he slid under the buggy scattered in clumps or groves. a
had been her friend.
seat. In the box were four, jugs hill country with each crest hinting of mystery or surprise awaitIf her thoughts ran beytind of whiskey.
that, to the possibility that she
"For the chief and a few select ing beyond.
had been saved from a grave mis- braves," he explained. "It'll be
It wasn't so many rniks now
take, she gave no sign, and Ek- the best sort of medicine now." to an enchanted land, where each
lund knew that she would resist
Eklund hesitated, revulsion in new mile did indeed disclose wonsuch notions as disloyal. His own him. So this was the way he was ders. Half a day of extra travelthoughts were sober, and the fu- to be used!
ing would bring him to the twin
ture had a cloudy look.
"You know what army regula- lakes-two long, narrow bodiel
Preparations had been corn- tions are," he suggested.
of water, the upper of which was
ed, the grave dug, Under
Dolt Kinney chuckled. "Who cradled by mountains, deep, clear,
' Harlow Blake, everything moved should know better?" he agreed, and wonderfully cold.
with military precision. He was "But who will make a better mesBeyond that to the west the
honoring the dead man by having senger than you? The doctor- Rockies really showed what they
a company of soldiers drawn tip the army's own doctor-going could do, their
peaks splitting
at attention, and he prepared about his business! This is a the sky. The Indians
had a name
himself to read the brief burial free gift, no charge, this time. for that pass, for those bold
service. He met the buggy, coldly Just make sure that they know enough to climb to
the top of the
formal, but it was his sister who it's from
world. "Going to the Sun." Ek• • •
Helen who came up, looked
lund had never taken that trail.
searchingly Into Narcissa's face
Plenty Horses was dead. That but he intended to, one of these
for a moment, then slipped' an was shocking, for while the In- days. Back in those
mountains
comfortingly about h e r dian had smallpox, Eklund had were glaciers of eternal snows,
Itist and drew her down beside not expected that this would and a man who crossed
these
her. Helen, hi that moment, was move so fast White man's dis- heights at all did so in deep suma woman, neither flighty nor eases mowed down the red with mer, after the main snows had
irresponsible.
mrrible devastation, but he had melted, before the new season's
"Dust to dust, ashes to ashes-" seen sickness among Indians be- storms blocked the way again
Taps, played by the bugler. fore, not only in the months since with swirling blizzard and drifts
Then they were back in the he had conic tee Montana, but many times the height of a man.
buggy, Narcissa riding stony. elsewhere. It followed a sort of .13cernevihere in these lower footfaced beside him. Half the dis- pattern, and here the pattern had hills, handy alike to lake, to plain
tance back to the ranch had been been broken.
and to mountain, the Indians
overed when she swung suddenly
There wits only one thing to usually had their camp for the
o face him.
do, a chore which he could dele- 'Wilmer. He'd known where ite
"Doctor---,Erd," she said. "It gate to no one else. Off by the was, two Weeks ago. Whether it
.., seems so terrible --a man shot creek, where the trees grew would be there today remained
down the Way he was! What taller and the earth wets soft, he to be discovered. The bedlam was
ouid have been the motive for managed a shallow grave. It was a mimed, and a free 'man, movch a brutal killing? If I could not until he returned to the cabin ing, when and where his fancy
ust be sure that his killer would for the dead man that the other willed.
brought to justlee--"
er.• 14 Continued)
thing struck him.
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12-Minute Death

en things out.
Before the Republican National
Convention got all mmlthed up last
Wednesday night. Murcelino Romani, Puerto Rlece's gift to the
stage. seemed about to steal the
show. He was the canter of alien-lien four time
, during the evening - a bald-headed little- man
with heavy bliick-rimmed glasses
-waving and smiling to the delegates.
,
Responding to the balloting roll
call for President Eisenhower, Romani was thought by many to
have put the convention right back
into 1952 by asking • a eceeat of
his delegation's hilarious polling
of that year.
What he actually nan said in his.
rich, often unintelligible Italect
was: "There is rip ns.1 to poll
the delegation ttis year." teen,
after a pause white convention officials blinked rather uncomprehendingly, he said: "Puerto Rico
is proud to cast its three votes
for Dwight D. Eisenhower."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
I-Refuse from
grapes
6-Wooden pin
tt-Wine eups

12-Kag-shalied

16-31an's tame
14-Rational
25-Liristly
17-Complaln

ft-fisndte

$5--Long step/

•

Itio,

114-$3 111;..01.(Or
ruthenium
26-Retail
establishment
22-Wife of Geraint
31-Beast of
burden
63-Pretrares for

a

r•

1

6,

7

00 DOM TTItdalll
f4fk12I f:1F.11rY1 f.11PInf4
LifZIK3Ci 0105T-1 r.;arg
014(A LiAIRI cla

tg.% 2tair
,,
u
tliv;.4 amps

01164
cua

2-lieu-tare
.1-Tolls
4--Outer garment
5-For shame!
6--Preflx: not
7-Arrow
a-Desire will'
eagerness
5-Young ladies
10-Girl's name
II-Observes
16-Commonwealth
1 4-Period of time
20-Conlin ued
stories
22-Bushy clumps
24--Uncookect
25-Employ
27-Girl's name
29-Elee ruled
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A
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A
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c2 YEAR
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A
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3.... -I 1141 Frellen
coin
36-1'ainpetis
36-Satisfied
40-Compass point
41-Things, in law
43-A lion
45-Abohol
46-Russian
stockade
61-randlts
62-sparser
53-Danish
measure
5 -Beverage
'.1
54
-Man's name
57-Ascend
66-staff
59-Part of camera

ACROSS
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30-Owing
22-Bands for qpini
34-Mediterranean
weasel
37-Calm
32-Itemize
42-Title of
fespt•Ct.
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BUTLER. N J.- Mrs Karl
told the town fathers he

would rather go to jail than pay
a personal tax bill of $12.87 She
said the city has been "months
and months" putting in a water.,
main in front of her home and it
would be all right if she went to
jail because 'it would be quiter
there."

II-YEAR-OLD

Mary Flannery is

shown in hospital in Detroa
after an operation in which her
heart was stopped for 12 minutes. A large gap betweee Its
chambers had to be closed.
Mary ts expected to be up end
around soon.
Unferreationaki

45-11eavenlv body
46-14mhihkt
language
47-Former
Russian ruler
49-Musican
laborer
50-lii mistaken
52-Conducted
55-Beholdl
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Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4rtistically A rrang4d

1.-)1 h at Poplar - Call_ 479

MIA11111111111111111MMI

Register Now For Classes In

MURRAYFOR

BALLET - TAP
ACROBATICS

to

AGES 4 'and
STUDIOUP

•

to be held at the Cafeteria of the
A. B. Austin School
THURSDAY - AUGUST 30- 2:00-5:00 p.m.
For complete information phone 1833-NV or
write 206 South 6th Street
Classes Conducte4 By
LYNDIA NICKS and ROSEMARY PETERSON

FAMILY SHOE STORE

When Chailman Joseph W. - Ma
tin chose. finally, to ignore the
whole issue of Joe Smith - who,
it turned but. Was a figment WI
Carpenter's fertile mind - he did
so by simply saying "there being
no other nominations" than Nixon's, the balloting tall would be
called.
Ircin fai back in the delegates'
seats, then, there Carrie a lone
"How-w-w about Joe Snutn?"
Tnere ,was no answer from the
podium.
!

Headquarters For

SCHOOL SHOES
Latest Styles in Nationally Advertised Brands

For SATISFIED SERVICE

BASKEITBALL SHOES IN BLACK and WHITE

CALL

44-ftuton

4

1:3I
5

conscious.
Shortly after Terty Carpenter,
of Scietteialuff. Neb., let it be
known through t
e Nebraska
chairman that he intended to nomnate good Old Joe SMith for vice
president, Mrs. Dorothy A. Smith,
a delegate from. Florida and a
eandidate for Congress. went to
She podium and seconded the VP
norninatien of Richard M. Nixon.
And soon after that, during the
balloting for Nixon, the Maine delegation announced it had hcped to
place the name of .its "favorite
daughter," Margaret Chase Smith,
in ntimiliation. However, it said.
"as circumstances have developed,
Igaine is happy to join in_supporte
beg Vice President Nixon for renomination."

SAYS JAIL 4 QUiTER

Griner

make all Smiths feel proud. Never
since a Smith named Al w a s
named by the Democrats as their
standraiii beater in 1928 has a political ounvention been so Smith

Female Help Wanted- I

FOR RENT

PACE FIVE

••••••••••.

But actually it was a night to

.1

C11.1rZretse parakeet. Ans
wers to "Pretty Boy." Reward
given for its return. Call Sam
Rogers, 914-J.
SIC

0 1556, Rouregy & Curt. /se.. autaisher of
permission. Distributed by King

hiordasa.. to

An F.Henliower names' Ike and
a Nix,,n I..,;ilt.:I Dick got maninaten.

Lunn dolls by laying-..way now for

39:CHOWCIP=
by ARCHIE JOSCELYN

reek,

mania, and Smiths.

LOST ON SHOT DOWN PLANE

,

"If the knowledge will make
you feel any better," he said. -he
has."
At her look of surprise, he explained,- passing as lightly as possible over the details, particularly where they involved his own
danger. She listened breathlessly,
her eyes never leaving his face.
"It makes me feel better-and
vtoise," she said, and shivered.
"But better, really. To know that
his slayer is dead-and that you
are safe from him, now. It could
so easily have been the other
way."
"I was lucky," Eklund said.
"Not only lucky, but skillful,
in so many ways," she said, and
there was a shine in her eves
that was not from tears. "You're
really rather wonderful, you
know. But why-why should he
want to kill Emil? 1 can see why
he would be after you, fearing
what you knew, but the other
seems so-so senseless."
"So it does," Eklund agreed,
and did not add his own sus-

-

A Ron..m named Marcelino refrained f:arn asking for a poll.
A Smith named Jae - "whoever
•
he is" -a Smah named Dorothy
A., and a Faith named Margaret
BY DOC QUICK;
t so mixed up in the vice
[Chase
United Press Staff Ceereepondeut ! presider tial nomination
business
COW PALACE. San Fral.clsca that it looked ter a tune as if
was a great night Wednes• it would take a Srnth named
-Tilt.
-

print

CIA pt.

MURRAY, KT.

I day '?oi Esenhoweni. Means Ru- mighty - man - is - he to straight-

It Was A
Great Night
For Smiths

don. New class begins Sept. 5.
200 South 6th St. Phone 814. S4C

bailer

-West
liiMil/1Arv'triNorstii?Seniors null
ftraveled by stagecoach to Cw;ote

Torts

THE LEOGER &

.0mEM

UNMAMMMINMMAMOMIMMMIMIMWIMI7
,0MraiTh

SCARBOROUGH

FAMILY

PLUMBING & ELECTRIC
24-Hour Pump Service CALL 875

NANCY

SHOE
STORE
Or Ernie bvislInnilla

THESE NUTS
I PICKED IN
THE PARK
ARE SO

HARP

•••

LIL' ABNER

By Al Capp'
THEN IT SHALL
SE MR.si.Ars
SCRAPPLE AND GOODBYE,
MR. CHIPS!!
SCRAPPLE-- WHAT
AN (CHUCKLE)
AMUSING ALIAS;

LOOK, MISTER-THIS
TOMATO MIGHT BE A
REAL PRINCESS, BUT AS
FAR AS131.rq WINKING
L'M FISHINEITON
CHIPS THE THIRD -

an' SLATS
AERIE
_
_

By Rairburs Vasa Barer

-EVERYONE
FELLOW AMERICANS!!
KNOWS THAT, RUNNING ON THE
DEEP FREEZE PLATFORM -My

BUT A TENDER HEART, LIKE
MINE,BREAKS AT THE THOUGHT
OF PUBLICLY DEFEATING THE
OTHER TWO( AN DI(DATESif-

SO, I HAVE A -cHucKLE!!-SIMPLE PLAN
TO GET YOU TWO FELLOWS OUT
OF THE RACE,GRACEFULLY!!- I
KNOW YOU'RE LISTENING TO ME

TONIGHT, BOYS, WHEREVER'CU
t ARE -SO,HEWS NV PROPOSITION-

VICTORY IS INEVrIABILrr

•
a.I.
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PACE SIX

LETV:ER & TTMES - Mr11RAY, RY.

WEDNESDAY - AUGUST 29, 1956

•

NO DOWN PAYMENT
3 YEARS TO PAY
5% INTEREST
NO MORTGAGE

;7,77WAIMOVIROMISSMONI-frIV

leodinknetot Saw Pea,
to the BIG NAME
in HEATING!

fiCism./CoswitelCompcH
•

Why Wait To Install
Gas Heat? See Us Now

•

When you invest in heating it pays to choose Mueller Climatrol, the
leAder — the Big Name in Heating. Then you're sure of the perfect
heating system for your home — sure of -years of carefree comfort
and health protection — sure of fuel-thrifty economy.
Let us give you complete information. See our full line of
Mueller Climatrol winter air conditioners, gravity furnaces, conversion burners, and unit beaters. Buy wisely
insist on Mueller
Climatrol, the Big Name in Heating!

5nce IS57

MoellerClinsairol

111111111
.1111111111-1111011
IMPORTANT NOTICE

•

•

-

•

We tHave A Large Selection Of Coal And Oil Heaters
Which We Are Going To Sell At Wholesale Prices
These Are New Stoves Mow In Original Factory Cartons
•
These Stoves Wig Not Last Long

Hurry

Hurry! Hurry

For Yours Before Its Too Late

,
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